Future Insights and Directions for the Mallacoota Youth Group
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Scope of the Project
This project involves the Engagement Team identifying relevant findings, insights and
recommendations regarding four critical domains of knowledge (as detailed in Table 1, Page
4). Through investigation of these domains of knowledge, this scoping study will assist The
Sanctuary (Mallacoota Youth Group) (‘the Organisation’) in preparing their organisation for
all foreseeable future programs and activities related to their targeted demographic, the
youth of Mallacoota.

Engagement Team (Current enrolled degree)
•

Iris (Bachelors of Commerce and Finance)

•

Wisley (Bachelors of Commerce and Economics)

•

Ivy (Masters in Public policy and Economics)

•

Hsia (Masters in International Economics and Finance)

•

Patrick (Doctor of Medicine)

Key Stakeholder
•

Brodie Gaudion, The Sanctuary Mallacoota Youth Group
o Contact (E): mallacootayouthcentre@gmail.com
o Contact (M): 0492874241
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Project Plan
As per the project scope outlined in the brief, and visible below in Table 1, we have broken
the project down into the following areas for further investigation:
Table 1: Breakdown of Project Investigation areas and responsibilities of Team Members
Task

Team Member responsible

Report on which

Megatrends reshaping the
youth group/development

Outcome

Ivy

industry

megatrends are likely to
impact the Organisation and
stratification of risk

Risk factors for Australian
youth with regards to
economic forecasts, job
availability, unemployment
and mental health

Report on risk factors for
Iris and Hsia

outcomes. Focus will be on

targeted demographic
relevant to the Organisation

the Mallacoota region
and/or state (data
permitting)
Sources of grant / project

Report on applicable

funding for community
organisations, with specifics

Patrick

re: types and level of

Report on the benefits

Pros and cons of NFP vs
legal structures

funding for the Organisation
and planned projects

autonomy

Social Enterprise vs Charity

sources of grant / project

Wisley

and/or limits of the
respective legal structures
for the Organisation
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Timeline
Figure 1: Visual representation of planned milestones for the Project
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Deliverables
As outlined in Table 1 (Page 4), key deliverables for this project are the insights pertaining to
the four domains of knowledge. Specifically, a report will be submitted detailing:
•

Which megatrends are likely to impact the Organisation and stratification of risk

•

What risk factors (if any) are present for the targeted demographic relevant to the
Organisation

•

What applicable sources of grant / project funding are available for the Organisation
and planned projects

•

What are the benefits and/or limitations of the respective legal structures for the
Organisation
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